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The mutilation of Olmec colossal heads was first reported by Robert Stirling in 1940. As mid 20th century inves-
tigations progressed, mutilation and gross destruction was found to be prolific on other types of monuments 
throughout the Gulf coast homeland and extended to monuments at Chalcatzingo in the Central Highlands Re-
gion.1 During the ensuing decades, Mesoamerican scholars advanced a variety of plausible theories regarding 
the motivations for these acts; however as time passed, interest in the topic waned2 leaving the topic unresolved.
This subject is revisited by analyzing the damage in context of a larger investigation regarding the temporal and
spatial use of the reuleaux equilateral triangle and the opposing bird pair motifs in religious symbology, with a 
specific focus on their use in a previously unreported geometric symbol.

This paper is a compilation of select graphics from this case study which was prompted by results from a 
previous examination of similarly mutilated and decapitated sculptured heads from the Middle and 
Near East from before and after the Current Era, which indicated the damage resulted from repeated 
applications of the geometric symbol. Results from the colossal heads were found to be consistent with 
Eastern findings, which then led to a global study of figurines and artificially deformed human skulls.

Using scalable templates of the bird and triangle motifs, and diagnostic quality images further pro-
cessed by various software techniques, I demonstrate:

• The damage to the colossal heads was the result of recurring and variable degrees of invasive 
applications of the symbol using tooling and red pigment associated with a likely recurring ritual.

• On two colossal heads, their previously reported “cross-eyed” appearance is the result of                
more visually dominant tooling associated with the symbol.

• The motifs geometric shapes and contours correspond to the exaggerated anatomical  features 
of some Olmec figurines and Upper Paleolithic so-called Venus figurines.

• Large hemispherical cupules on the cranial vault on some colossal heads are unique to Olmec          
and associated with the symbol. They are interpreted as symbolic equivalents to trephination 
holes on Eastern and Western artificially deformed human skulls.

• The lateral perspective of elongated skulls of figurines in La Venta Offering 4 and tabular erect          
artificially deformed skulls correspond to the profile of the bird motif.

• The symbols geometry corresponds to the geometry and bilateralism of the human face.
• It is highly probable the symbol is associated with a ritual within the global so-called Skull Cult.
• The earliest use of symbol in the Americas is during the Paleo-Indian Period and is the precursor 

to the geometric face-like Andean Staff God and later Mississippian Period variants in North America. 
In Eurasia, the symbols temporal origin extends to at least the Upper Paleolithic Period. 

• The symbols use in a likely ritual adds to existing theories arguing mathematics and 
geometry have an origin in ritual.3

Sections are presented in the order they were investigated and include brief comments. They are preceded
with a introductory section to familiarize the reader with symbol morphology and methodology.

1 David C. Grove, “Olmec Monuments: Mutilation as a Clue to Meaning.”,The Olmec & Their Neighbors, Eds. Michael 
D. Coe and David C. Groves, Dumbarton Oaks, 1981, 49-68

2 Correspondence with David Grove
3 Seidenberg, A, The Ritual Origin of Geometry, (1962) , Archive for History of Exact Sciences, Vol.1, No.5, 488-527



Symbol Morphology and Conventions
Differing from a one symbol per surface scenario, the symbol is replicated across a surface in various 
sizes using conventions which remain temporally and spatially constant. Some principal conventions 
are:

• There are always smaller symbols located within a 
larger.

• The largest symbol is always positioned at the top 
and centerline of an object with the bird tails 
extending to the bottom of the surface.

• Symbols propagate in number and space as shown
in 3.

• The symbols have a north-south orientation which
will indicate the top of a hand-held object, for exam-
ple, a circular shell gorget. Some mobile objects will
also have south-north and east-west and west-east 
oriented symbols.

• An image must be rotated to align with the symbol
orientation, or the templates will not align properly. 

These and other conventions, along with a consistent shape,
provide a position/size relationship between the motifs within
a symbol and with motifs in other symbols. From a practical
perspective, this means once you know the location of one
motif, you know where to look for often scant visual cues 
indicating other motifs and symbols. Because the symbol is a 
geometric fractal, it looks the same when isolated on a monitor regardless of size.

With the exception of very small reuleaux triangles and birds, the entire outline of the symbol is rarely 
discernible, but presents as short discontinuous segments of generally evenly spaced and similar sized 
tool or pigment marks. Routinely, the two most visible and recognizable segments are those defining 
the top of a bird pair which present as a rounded V shape, like the top of the heart symbol, and the V 

Ill. 1:  Unknown symbol 
with Golden Spirals 
showing possible basis of 
birds posterior margins

Ill. 2: Geometric model 
using a single bird to 
illustrate a smaller 
symbol within a larger 
convention.

Illustration 3

Illustration 4: White=reuleaux triangle 
outlined with red pigment dots, 
yellow=multiple triangles, blue=segments 
of arcing evenly spaced tool or pigment 
dots, Mon. 1, San Lorenzo



shaped tail. By convention, other symbols will be nested within these two areas.
Despite sparse and faint margins, the symbol can be “visualized” once familiar
with the consistent conventions thru “implied lines”, which is defined as: "A line
that is completed by the viewer; a discontinuous line that the viewer perceives as
being continuous; a line suggested by a series of points or dots or by the nearby
end-points of series of lines; or a line evoked by the movements and glances of
the figures in a composition. An implied line can be a discontinuous line that the
viewer reads as continuous because of the overall context of the image”.4

Summarized, a surface is covered in arcing and parallel discontinuous segments
of various sizes which are connected using scalable templates described in the
following section.

Methodology
Images were obtained from various internet sources along with those taken by the author which were 
selected principally on pixel density and lighting. They were converted either to their maximum JPEG 
quality or uncompressed TIFF format and imported into GIMP (GNU Image Manipulation Program ) 
and adjusted for maximum clarity to highlight surface features. Then, additional image layers are creat-
ed in ImageJ with DStretch plug-in whose various algorithms amplify faint traces of natural and artifi-
cial color which highlight features not visible in the native image. The various layers are toggled on-off
as needed to confirm placement and sizing of the scalable templates described later. An initial free-
hand sketch identifying margin segments is prepared using various color and size dots on separate 
transparent layers. Additional dots are added when other margins are identified during the tracing 
process.

4 From https://quizlet.com

Ills. 6 a,b,c: Discontinuous segments marked in red used to place and size large bird template and small template
fitted to carved feature, magnified V shape formed by two arcing parallel lines of tool marks. Monument 1 La 
Venta, MX 



Using the initial tracings as guides, templates are then placed and sized as shown in 6b. In this case the 
template is sized to the interior V of the double row of tool marks on the lips and the transverse line 
coursing across the rounded triangular feature of the head's helmet or headband. Estimated accuracy is 
+/- 5 pixels on a reasonably diagnostic image. In this example, there is an array of vertical curved stria-
tions spanning the upper lip indicating the symbols sometime visible tripartite headdress (Ill. 6c). On 
more diagnostic examples, this feature presents as three small birds and on smaller symbols as three 
vivid dots.

The bird template was created from a high resolution image of an exceptionally diagnostic example on 
a large rock located in the State of Indiana. Though several of the dots are slightly off the geometric 
model, it has proved to be accurate over continued use. The reuleaux triangle was obtained from an in-
ternet site. As mentioned, for the templates to align properly, the image orientation must correspond to 
the symbols orientation. The necessity to rotate the image is quickly recognized, and when rotated cor-
rectly all templates will align properly. 

Though the symbol can be completed if the position and size of one motif is known, to maintain a con-
servative approach templates are placed only if there are sufficient visual cues to support its placement.
If one motif is shown, it implies the presence of a symbol. Also, not all traced symbols are necessarily 
displayed. The most accurate position/sizing is when the pixel size of the triangle motif or bird head  
can be determined. For example, if the width of the triangle template is 25 pixels, the circle template 
that defines much of the bird head will be 50 pixels, and the bird template will be 100 pixels. 

Ills. 7a,b: Romano-British Cotswold hunter god  or funerary head of Attis, ca. 280-330 CE. 
Ashcroft, England.Image: Corinium Museum, by author



To conclude this section, examples are included to further familiarize the reader with visual cues used 
in tracings and the overall appearance of the symbol. 

In 7, there are crisp margins of a symbol on the right cheek, triangle shapes within the traced bird head,
and well defined arcing tops of bird heads along the top of the sculpture. Very small symbols present a 
triangular face like appearance created by two darker circular features positioned as eyes (bird heads). 
They along with larger versions look like Andean Staff God. As has been seen in other rock wall exam-
ples, a more visually dominant variant is located atop the unknown symbol suggesting a later in time 
application and cultural interpretation of the earlier symbol. 

Ill. 8:, Rock wall depiction of the Andean “Staff God”, estimated ca. 1,000 CE, Cueva Vallegrande, Santa 
Cruz, Bolivia. Image: Bolivian Rock Art Research Society, by author. Images rotated for template alignment.

Ills.9a,b: Left: arrows indicate  features interpreted as part of a 
tripartite headdress. Right: DStretch image suggesting presence of 
red pigment. Mississippian Deity fragment. Approx. 2" H, Dickson 
Mounds, Illinois. Image: author

Illustration 10: Reuleaux 
triangle shaped pendent with 
forehead cleft diagnostic to 
Olmec iconography. Suspension
holes typically are a part of two
large bird heads.  Approx. 1"H, 
Dickson Mounds, Illinois. 
Image:author



Colossal Head Cross-eyed Appearance
The Olmec cross-eyed fetish and its representations in their art is well reported. This section 
demonstrates the possibility that at least two of the colossal heads were originally created with aligned 
eyes and their cross-eyed appearance is the result of more visually prominent post-sculptural tooling 
associated with multiple applications of the symbol.  

Keeping the symbols propagation and positioning conventions in mind, the eye region is where bird 
tails from symbols above the eye terminate (Ill. 11). The severely mutilated area above the left eye of 
La Venta monument 1 has an undetermined number of symbols whose bird tails terminate within or 
pass thru the eye region of which some are traced. As seen in 12a, a particularly prominent line courses
across the mid-point of the sclera giving the impression the eye is rotated medially. Close inspection 
shows there are other less conspicuous lines present, some of which converge forming the bird tail tip 
(13c,d).

Illustration 11: Geometric schematic 
overlay on  San Lorenzo Mon. 9 
showing vertical propagation and 
positioning conventions and their 
relationship to anatomical features.

Illustrations 12a,b: Red arrows point to concentric arcing lines 
of nested reuleaux triangle shapes with vertical striations 
spanning their tops representing the symbols headdress. Yellow 
dots at the top of (b) follow the top margins of other bird heads 
whose tails pass thru or terminate in the eye region.

Ill. 13c: Rt. eye, Mon.1, La Venta Ill. 13d: Left eye, Mon.1  La Venta 



Considerable time was spent closely examining both eyes of the La Venta head using various image 
enhancing techniques conducted over multiple working sessions. The right eye consistently presented 
margins whose size and position corresponded with a properly aligned iris. The medial margin of the 
left iris is indicated by by two green dots in 14a. When a circle template is positioned and sized to the 
right eye, then duplicated and laterally moved to the left eye, the circles create a set of properly aligned 
eyes. This experiment was then duplicated using the San Lorenzo monument 1 head with similar 
results. Please note the untraced triangle symbol with two black features (bird heads) giving a face like 
impression within the right eye in 14.

Considering the incidence of childhood and adult-onset strabismus today are both approximately 4%, it
seems statistically unlikely that the men these heads represent would both be afflicted1 unless altered by
artificial means. Regardless, I would argue these heads were originally sculptured with properly 
aligned eyes.

1 Martinez-Thompson, Jennifer M., etal,  Incidence, Types, and Lifetime Risk of Adult-onset Strabismus, Ophthalmology.
2014 Apr; 121(4): 877–882.

Illustration 14a,b: Margins of aligned pupils (green dots, yellow circles) and line
(red) associated with the symbol giving the impression the left pupil being 
"cross-eyed", Monument 1 La Venta

Illustration 15: Properly aligned eyes, Monument 1 San Lorenzo



The various shaped and circular blemishes in 16a at first glance appear to be randomly placed, but 
when viewed in context with the symbol they are a part of the symbol. As part of a geometric fractal, 
the small cupules when magnified look the same on the computer monitors as the larger hemispherical 
cupules presented in a later section.

The following examples from the Eastern study are presented as comparisons. 

Illustration 16a: Left eye, 
San Lorenzo Mon. 1

Ill. 16b: Left eye, San Lorenzo 
Monument 1

Illustration 16c: Right eye, Monument 9 
San Lorenzo

Illustration 17a:  Iconoclastic damage and possible red pigment. Head of Aphrodite, ca. 1st century BCE, 
Antiochia da Cragum, Turkey. 3X Magnification.  Image: Michael Hoff, University of Nebraska-Lincoln School
of Art, by author



Ills. 17B,c,d: Various views of post sculptural damage and decapitation, and routine use of hair 
features on Roman examples, with some having lockets unambiguously terminating in bird head 
shapes. Head of Aphrodite, ca. 1st century BCE, Antiochia da Cragum, Turtkey.  Image: Michael
Hoff, University of Nebraska-Lincoln School of Art, by author



Ills. 18a,b,c,d: Face of Alexander the Great, Ivory, c.unknown, Image from www.pinterest.com



Hemispherical Depressions and Larger Cupules 
In 1960, David Groves published a comprehensive report regarding the types of damage sustained to 
Olmec monuments at major and minor sites in the Gulf Coast region and at Chalcatzingo in central 
Mexico. He provides a comparative matrix showing the eight types of mutilation appearing on eight 
classifications of monuments by site. One type of damage referred to as “pits” seems statistically odd, 
that being...of a total of thirteen monuments having pits, twelve are colossal heads.1 

Following his discussion of the considerable effort needed and the presumed forethought of the total 
destruction of altars at La Venta, he writes, “While colossal stone heads were of a size nearly equal to 
that of altars, they were not subjected to serious battering and breaking, although they were slightly 
defaced by other means.”  He also mentions some have “circular pits or “cup marks” and that some of 
the pits have a “nipple mark”. It is assumed Groves is referring to the hemispherical depressions like 
those on San Lorenzo 3 because of the dark features in the center of the cupped areas. It could not be 
determined if the dark spots were caused by a shadow from their being a relief or pigment. 

Of a total of 17 heads from San Lorenzo, La Venta, Tres Zapotes and La Cobata , only four are 
interpreted as having large hemispherical cupules.

Head No. Cupule Positions Type

San Lorenzo 2 Crania, cheek, chin, mouth edge Poorly executed

San Lorenzo 3 Crania Well executed
hemispherical

San Lorenzo 9 Crania Well executed
hemispherical

La Venta 3 Crania Poorly executed

1 David C. Grove, “Olmec Monuments: Mutilation as a Clue to Meaning, in The Olmec & Their Neighbors, Eds. Michael 
D. Coe and David C. Groves, Dumbarton Oaks, 1981, 49-68

Illustrations.19a,b,c: Magnified views of four cupules positioned on center of forehead, with 
small areas of red visible in unprocessed images. Monument 3, San Lorenzo 



Illustration 19d: Graphic showing some layers and 
initial sketch layers. San Lorenzo, Monument , Image 
from https://commons.wikimedia.org/ Ill. 20: Graphic showing  cupules creating the 

symbols face like appearance. La Venta Mon.3, Image
from:https://commons.wikimedia.org

Illustrations 21a,b: Left: Relationship of symbol to 
cupules on crania and nose. Above: Heart shaped 
cupule on right forehead, Note the dark red triangle 
"eye" in the small bird on upper right of image, San 
Lorenzo Monument 9.                                         
Images: mexicanmuseumsandmavens.com



The reasons behind the limited use of the hemispherical feature or its meaning is unknown, but is likely
associated with the symbol and is interpreted as a symbolic equivalent to circular trephination holes on 
artificially deformed human skulls discussed in a later section. 

In the larger study, the triangle motif occasionally presents as a heart shaped symbol, which is believed 
the result of the converging bird heads being visually dominant. Interestingly, if you rotate the bird 
templates so their tails overlap, it creates the quintessential heart symbol. In the above example, this 
visual effect is dimensionally created, with the heart shape able to be discerned thru touch. It is not 
known if the heart shape is created by design or chance. 

Next page please.

Illustration 22: Heart shape cupule and other small cupules. Inset: Magnified image of a small face-like symbol
centered in the pupil. Right eye of a reproduction of San Lorenzo Monument 1, Museum of Natural History, 
New York City. Image: author



This graphic clearly shows the seemingly chaotic distribution of pits and other smaller tooled features 
which outline the many symbols placed on the head. Some other obvious examples are not indicated in 
the graphic.

Illustration 23: An exceptionally diagnostic image showing arcing lines of similar sized and 
evenly spaced pits forming symbol margins and other post-sculptural modifications related to 
the symbol. San Lorenzo Monument 2. Image: Clifford T. Brown



Symbol Position and Color
Positioning conventions seen on Olmec heads are consistent with other figural and stylistic heads in the
larger study, where the largest symbols are located on the forehead region and positioned on or near the
vertical centerline of the head. Despite their larger size, the margins of the triangle are routinely 
difficult or impossible to discern versus smaller symbols. 

Globally the triangle motif, if colorized, displays as red when processed in DStretch software. In 
unprocessed images and when observed in person, it can also presents as variable intensities of black 
and occasionally white. Because symbols are nested within and overlap each other, most often DStretch
produces an amorphous area of red which does not define an individual symbol. This is not the case 
with one image of San Lorenzo 9, where a darker red symbol is located in the upper right corner of a 
larger symbol. Variations in red color intensity has been previously observed on other examples and is 
interpreted as being related to the pigment fading over time.

A red spot centered on the forehead requires no elaboration and is part of accumulating data strongly 
suggesting the symbols Eastern origin. Examples from North American and the Middle East study 
appear on the following pages and conclude this section.

Illustration 24a: Reuleaux triangle and bilateral 
cupules. Image darkened with increased contrast, 
Monument 9 San Lorenzo, Image: Pinterest

Ill. 24b:   Color amplified image indicating red 
pigment residue. Monument 9 San Lorenzo



Ill. 25a: Life sized stone head 
sans nose, recovered 6' below 
grade during a construction 
project. Native mage with 
increased contrast, Manchester,
KY USA, Image: Author

Ill. 25b: Untraced face like 
symbol with two dark bird 
heads above an incised traced 
triangle located on right side of 
nose. Unprocessed image 
showing probable red pigment..

Illustration 26a: "Statue of a King with khat headdress 
and jubilee cloack" (1479=1458 BCE), Archaeological 
Museum, Naples, Italy, Image: Carlo Rossi

Ill. 26b: A faint red feature properly 
located within the large bird head, arcing 
lines of light colored tool or pigment dots 
within large bird, and a reuleaux triangle 
within red feature within traced bird head 
at bottom of the frame. Unprocessed image.



Historiography and archaeological data regarding this
example suggests possible religious iconoclasm. Dated to the
5th Dynasty (ca. 2465-2323 BCE), its decapitation and
mutilation is reported to have occurred around the mid-13th

century BCE during the total destruction of Hazor and
occupants by an Israeli invasion led by Joshua.1

It was also determined the nose had been knocked off and
decapitation occurred prior to its being shattered, and was
one of many statues from the site that met a similar fate.

As seen in the following example, heads of later Egyptian
kings were not spared.

1 "Hazor VII: The 1990-2012 Excavations, the Bronze Age" (Israel Exploration Society, 2017, from 
https://www.livescience.com/60270-ancient-statue-head-depicts-mystery-pharaoh.html

Ills.27a,b,c: Graphics showing the mutilated 
solar cobra Uraeus Unknown Egyptian King, 
ca. 4300 BP, Credit: Gaby Laron, Hebrew 
University



Illustration 28a,b,c,d: Head of Ptolemy II or III, 246-222 BCE, black bronze. Credit: Metropolitan 
Museum of Art.



Illustration 28f,g: DStretch image and edge enhanced images, Head of Ptolemy II or III, 246-222 
BCE, black bronze. Credit: Metropolitan Museum of Art.



Geometric Shaped Figurines 
During the Middle Preclassic period (900-400 BCE), there was a shift from earlier large scale monu-
ments to smaller sculptures along with the proliferation of regional stylistically differing human fig-
urines. Figurines with exaggerated anatomical features whose shapes generally corresponded with the 
shape of the symbols two motifs were of special interest. Studies from images of mobile art, reliefs, 
and figurines produced evidence of repeated symbol applications using familiar tooling and pigment 
techniques, and positioning conventions.

The figurine assemblage of La Venta Offering 4 proved particularly informative in several respects by 
first showing unambiguous examples of the triangle motif and arcing lines of pigment dots associated 
with the symbol. Several smaller triangle shapes were so obvious it is wondered how they have been 
previously overlooked. Secondly, because the assemblage is most often interpreted as a funeral ritual, 
it places the figurines in a setting associated with re-birth and afterlife, which follows other evidence 
suggesting these metaphysical concepts. 

Lastly, it was unexpectedly noticed the profile of their elongated heads, corresponded to the bird motif 
shape (ills. 35,36). This led to an investigation of artificially deformed human skulls which are present-
ed in the following section.

Illustration 30: Tlapacoya 
figurine with exaggerated legs, 
ca. 1200 BCE.                    
Image: icollector.com

Illustration 31: "Smiling" Figure 
with Hands Raised, 600-900 BCE, 
Remojadas, Veracruz. 

Illustration 29: Olmec figurine with
bilateral cupules at edges of the 
mouth and red pigment associated 
with the symbol. Offering 4, La 
Venta 



Ill. 32: Two Maize cob shaped Jadeite votives with 
motifs outlined with red pigment dots, (green dots assist 
in placing templates. approx.10cm, ca. 900-400 BCE, 
Arroyo Pesquero, Veracruz State, MX.  Image: Carl 
Wendt, by author

Illustration 33a.b: Upper right: Bird head shaped sculpture with symbols positioned on seemingly 
significant relief features. Bottom: Juxtaposition of stylistically differing opposing bird motifs. Mon. 14 
La Venta. Image:anthropology.ua.edu, by author



Illustration 34,a,b,c: Olmec celt with undetermined amount of symbols. Notice the untraced 
bilateral counterpart to the right of the red triangle, and black bird heads creating a face like 
appearance in lower left quadrant. Left: Native image, Center: Darkened, Right: DStretch 
image, La Venta, MX. Image: Latin American Studies

Illustrations 35a,b,c: Figurines from La Venta Offering 4. Image: Jamie Dwyer, by author



Ills. 36a,b: Figurines in the ritual scene of La Venta Offering 4. Image: Jamie Dwyer



Human Skulls and Trephination
Images of ten artificially modified human skull examples from South America, Western Europe, the 
Middle and Far East were examined in detail, along with others in which only a cursory inspection was 
done. Those images which could be magnified 2x-3x showed numerous unambiguous examples of 
arcing segments of small red or black pigment dots along with tool pecks and dashes, from which 
tracings could be completed with confidence. Images which could be processed using ImageJ with 
DStretch, strongly suggested the use of at least red pigment. The use of other colors is suspected, 
however their interpretation is problematic.

Briefly, the results showed no differences in symbol conventions versus any other type of examples in 
the larger study. Given the vast amount of symbols of various sizes on the skulls, it is reasonable to 
assume the skulls were venerated objects which were used over an
extended period of time as part of a recurring ritual. As with
figurines with elongated and triangular heads, one is given the
impression the human skulls were modified to emulate the symbol. 

As seen on other types of examples, the execution of shape and
adherence to positioning conventions suggests the application may
have been performed by specific persons.

The balance of this section consists of select examples from the
study along with observations.

Illustrations 38a,b,c: Diagnostic image from a ImageJ with DStretch algorithm to amplify traces of red 
color showing red triangle shapes at the head and tail of the large bird, along with margins which 
correspond to the small  bird templates. The smaller bird is interpreted to have been filled with possible 
yellow pigment and created subsequent to the large bird. Skull 6 , Paracus, Peru

Ill. 37: Evenly spaced arcing 
pigment dots outlining portion of a 
motif. Artificially deformed skull 6,
Paracas, Peru



Illustrations 39a,b,c: Upper: DStretch and unprocessed images with template layers. Bottom: Edge enhanced 
image showing superior and inferior temporal margins which appear to used in creating the tops of large scale 
symbols, and a well defined triangle midway on the anterior cranial vault . Skull 6, Paracas, Peru. Image: 
Latin American Studies



Illustration 39d,e,f: Expanding FOV of triangle 
shape noted in Ill.39 with some symbols traced 
along with the annoying practice of writing on 
artifacts.



Ills. 40a,b,c: Proto Nazca, 200-100 BCE, Peru. 
Image: Didier Descouens



Illustrations 44:a,b: Left: DStretch image indicating varying intensities of 
probable red pigment and other color(s) associated with the symbol. Right: Non-
enhanced image with triangle templates added, c. unknown, La Libertad, Pataz, 
Peru

Illustrations45a,b: Right: Natural color image darkened with increased contrast showing red color shapes 
associated with symbol. 



Illustration 46



Illustration 47a,b: Bottom:Concentration of small symbols 
requiring 2-3X magnification to trace. Note red pigment dots in 
upper left frame. Artificially deformed skull, Alemannic Culture,
early 6th century, Landes Museum, Germany

Illustrations 47c.d: Arcing series of red
dots and micro tooling on right sphenoid

and orbital plate.



Illustrations 48a,b,c,d: Symbol shape of an mis-aligned incisor suggesting possible human 
modification. DStretch image showing magenta arcing lines outlining motif margins, and red color on
teeth suggesting possible pigment. 2X image of Palette of Liujiang Skull, China, Dating is subject to 
debate. Image: Peterbrown-palaeoanthropology.net, by author

 Native image darkened with increase contrast showing red colored 
areas.



Ills. 49a,b,c,d: Hemispheric depressions and holes which 
are interpreted as symbolic  parallels with  those appearing
on some Olmec colossal heads..



Illustration 50a,b Upper left: Native image color with increased 
contrast and darkened. Lower left: DStretch image showing 
likely red pigment shapes corresponding to symbol profiles. 
Monte Alban, Oaxaca, MX,  Image: Wolfgang Sauber, by author

Ills.50c,d: Partially trephined hole 
suggesting complete penetration was an 
incremental process. 1X and 2X images 
with initial tracing dots and templates.



Illustration 51a,b,c,d: Above and lower left: Tops of well defined bird heads 
and a triangle shape on the temporal lobe. Lower right: Pigment and/or 
tooling on maxilla. Homo Erectus or Homo Georgicus, Dmanisi-2282, 
Georgia, Image: Ryan Somma, 



Illustrations 52a,b: Liujiang skull, age disputed, China 



Illustrations 53a,b : First evidence of non-African dental modification in Caribbean. 14C AMS date of 990–
800 cal BC, Canímar Abajo, Cuba. Image and arrows: Mirjana Roksandik, etal  
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0153536.g003, by author



Illustration 53c,d: Top: Closer view of right tooth in Ill. 45a, Edge enhanced image. Bottom: 
Sequential frames of templates added to circular feature in 45a showing a slightly smaller bird 
motif within a larger. 



The above dental examples are indicative of other types of examples seen in the larger study showing 
the symbols execution in extremely small scale. Again, despite the small scale of the visual cues that 
identify a symbol, when isolated and magnified on the computer screen, as fractals they appear the 
same as in larger symbols 

Closing this section, is a favorite example that poignantly exemplifies the apparent importance of the 
symbol and the associated ritual.

Next page please.

Illustration 53e: All templates displayed. The less opaque large bird in frame right is a theoretical placement 
based upon it's bright bi-lateral counterpart. The. horizontal pixel sizes of templates are: Triangle: 15, 25, 35, 
40, 50, 75, 85, 100, 120  Circle: 25, 30, 50, 70, 75, 100, 150  Bird: 30, 40, 60, 70, 100, 130, 150, 200, 300. This
data is being collected to determine if fractal sequences or doubling in size are involved in determining symbol 
size.



Illustration 54a,b,c: Infant Skull, ca. unknown,  Paracus, Peru. Image: Brien Foerster



Pre-Olmec Figurines
Though the symbol was pervasive during Olmec, it represents a continuum of use from an earlier time. 
Examination of the limited amount of art related artifacts recovered from the pre-ceramic Norté Chico 
Culture (c.3200-1800 BCE) in Peru, show the symbols as additions to figurines and a gourd fragment 
using the same conventions seen during Olmec. Interestingly, though noted for their monumental 
architecture and considered the first complex civilization in the Western Hemisphere, very few art 
related artifacts have been recovered and little is known about their religion. 

The reported depiction of the Andean Staff God on the gourd fragment, which I would argue is the 
unknown symbol, and the later in time example in Bolivia (Ill. 8), are the most exacting variant of the 
symbol seen in the global study, and strongly suggesting it is based upon the symbol. 

Ills. 55a,b,c: Mud figurines with diagnostic red pigment centered on lips.c. 3200-1800 BCE, Norté Chico
Culture, Peru. Image: Peru Ministry of Culture

Ills 56a,b: Gourd fragment with triangular symbol reported as the Staff God. A possible misinterpretation of 
the unknown symbol, c. 3200-1800 BCE, Norté Chico Culture, Peru. Image: Field Museum



Illustration 57a: Three figurines found facing each other. Caral 
Culture, Vichama site, Peru, c.2500-1900 BCE. Image:Unknown, from 
http://www.archaeology.wiki/blog/2015/06/11/caral-civilization-
figurines-unearthed-peru/

Ills.57b,c: Top:Separate tracing of 
abdomen of center female figurine. 
Bottom: One of multiple symbols on 
center figurine.



Further back in time are three examples from Monte Verde ( earliest date 16,500 BCE) in Chile. The 
original caption identifies the “marks” on the hammerstones as being the result of their use as a tool, 
however those used in tracings are consistent with segments of the symbol. 

Particularly noticeable are the nearly complete margins of the multiple reuleaux triangle shapes in both 
examples and the two dark spots at the top of 59. The grayscale images were not able to be processed 
in DStretch and their low resultion prohibited tracing smaller symbols.

Ill. 58: Upper: Arcing sequences of similar in appearance and evenly spaced tooled features forming arcs consistent
with symbol motifs. Upper Right: Native image color inverted. Low resolution images of both examples prohibited 
closer analysis. Images are rotated 14 degrees to achieve N-S orientation.  

Ill. 59A,b Lower: Possible pigment at top of stone positioned in accordance with symbol conventions creating a 
face-like appearance. Original Caption: “Two hammerstones from the Monte Verde 1 occupation level, showing 
marks of use as battering tools. Each is about 13cm in diameter.”  Monte Verde, Chile, ca xxxx. Image: Tom 
Dillehay, by author



To determine the earliest use of a figurine as a venue for the application of the symbol globally,
a study of the so-called Venus figurines and reliefs from the Upper Paleolithic and Neolithic 
Periods was done. These earliest depictions of the female body spanned from Europe, thru 
Eurasia and as far east as Siberia. 

Because of the many images available, each example was reviewed using multiple images 
which invariably produced features not visible in others. As a first venture working with these 
figurines and approaching the subject from a different perspective than others, the results 
showed intriguing art and geometric parallels with some types of Olmec examples. 

Briefly summarized, some examples produced compelling evidence of the use of red pigment 
and micro-tooling to form the symbol. Most apparent at first glance, are the large hips and 
tapering legs which is diagnostic to some Olmec figurines. Many examples give the overall 
impression their exaggerated anatomy and bizarre overall shapes are creative endevours to 
emulate the shapes of the two motifs.

The balance of this section consists of select Upper Paleolithic and Neolithic examples 
illustrating the above observations.

 

Illustration 60: A comparison of bird head shaped Upper Paleolithic figurine heads with an 
artificially deformed Peruvian skull.



Illustration 61a,b,c: An exceptionally diagnostic 
example showing a reuleaux triangle shape adjacent to
the nose with tooling/pigment dots outlining bird 
heads. The largest bird template is experimentally 
placed and sized to generally conform with figurine 
shape. DStretch image suggesting use of red pigment 
and perhaps another color. Gobekli Tepe, Turkey , 
11,500-9,000 BP, Image: Dieter Johannes, by author



Illustration 62a,b,c: Various views showing red,
grey and black areas and red and black dots 
associated with symbol margins. Insets: A 
triangle with continuous margins on left breast 
highlighted with a 17 pixel template. 

Venus of Willendorf, 11.1cm (h) made of Oolitic
limestone tinted with ochre c. 28,000-25,000 
BCE, Austria. 

Image from www.ancientcraft.co.uk, Native 
image sharpened, darkened with increased 
contrast.

http://www.ancientcraft.co.uk/


Ills.63a,b,c,d: Various views showing features and
red pigment associated with the symbol. White 
arrow in frame right indicates the outline of a 
bird head facing medially and lower arrows, two 
triangle motifs, the left triangle is outlined in red 
pigment.Venus of Willendorf, 11.1cm (h) made of 
Oolitic limestone tinted with ochre c. 28,000-
25,000 BCE, Austria. 

Magnified view of area on left 
buttock.



Illustration 64:Left insert: arcing lines of red dots from dark area of head., Top 
insert: Arcing line of evenly spaced and sized tool dots above triangle motif, Right 
insert: 3X view of dark spot on right breast, Above right: Templates sized to 
anatomical contours. Edge enhanced image. Venus of Willendorf, Image from 
kenneymencher.com



Ills 65a,b,c: Above: Various views from a diagnostic color 
amplified  image strongly suggesting red pigment residue 
and illustrating extensive color patterns associated with the 
symbol, with some templates corresponding to figurines 
anatomical shapes. A prominent red triangle shape and 
black outline of birds body facing to viewers right can be 
seen mid frame.“Venus” of Hohle Fels, 6cm (2.4in.) 
mammoth ivory Aurignacian culture,c. 35,000-40,000 BP, 
Germany. Image: Thilo Parg,  Image converted by author using
DStretch LRD, scale 15.

Illustration 65d: View of triangular abdomen 
region illustrating the convention of smaller 
symbols within a large with at least two 
incrementally  larger symbols above the 
distinctive red triangle at the bottom. Black and 
red bird heads can be seen in the largest 
symbol. The tops of the symbol appeared 
aligned to the arcing horizontal lines spanning 
the abdomen.



Illustration 65e-j: Above: Close up of left breast 
showing the margin of a bird head with two or three 
small symbols extending from the top of the circle to 
the center. By convention, the center of the diameter 
of a bird head is located at the bottom of a smaller 
symbols triangle, and a small symbol located at the 
6 o'clock position. The margins of two small 
untraced birds facing inward are visible within the 
top of the circle. At the 3 o'clock position is a 
diagnostic V shape indicating the convergence of 
two bird heads. Right: Bird templates placed and 
sized based on the pixel size of the triangle and 
circle templates. 

View of left shoulder area with vivid red 
symbol with discernible bird head features, 
and with a likely darker symbol immediately
below it.



Illustration 66: Right leg, edge enhanced image.Venus of Hohle Fels, Aurignacian culture,c. 35,000-40,000 
BP, Germany 



Illustration 67a: "Venus" of Laussel, Limestone relief, Gravettian Upper Paleolithic, ca. 
25,000BP, Image:Don Hitchcook. Native image edge enhanced, increased contrast, darkened.



Illustrations 67b,c,d: Above: Note the smaller dark bird 
nested within a larger in frame right. Right: Dark outline 
of a large bird head on right shoulder whose body extends
onto the right breast. Bottom: Close view of breasts with 
extensive tooled and pigment margins associated with the 
symbol.



Illustration 68a: Exquisitely crafted Neolithic recrystallized limestone  
Neolithic figurine with reuleaux triangle stomach and other anatomical 
profiles commensurate with the symbol , 6300-6,000 BCE, Catalhooyuk, 
Turkey. Image: Catalhoyuk Research Project



Illustration 68b,c,d: Above: Mottled surface caused by 
possible pigment. Upper Right: DStretch image revealing 
red color associated with symbol aside from red triangle 
templates. Lower right:various geometric templates 
positioned relative to an inverted V navel feature which may
represent a reference point for the artist to shape other parts
of the anatomy. Catalhouk Figurine, 6300-6,000 BCE, 
Catalhooyuk, Turkey. Image: Catalhoyuk Research Project, 
by author



To conclude this paper and as an artist, I could not resist adding this favorite example demonstrating 
the creativity and artistry of early man.

 

Illustration 69a,b,c: Middle Paleolithic hand axe with shell inclusion attributable to 
Neanderthals, Bottom: DStretch image w/o red triangle templates showing possible red pigment, 
and an unprocessed 2X view of a red feature and arcing line of tool or black pigment dots 
interpreted as portions of a bird facing medially. West Tofts, UK. Image credit unknown, from 
http://portablerockart.blogspot.com/
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